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About This Game

Ray of Light - Horror game, the game takes place at night, the main character returns home after hard work, but the gasoline in
the car ends at the most inopportune moment. Forced to stop near an unfamiliar house, hoping to ask for some fuel for the car,

was completely absorbed by the horrors of darkness. Your every action has its consequences, be careful!
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Now you have access to a free DLC, where you are already in the role of a hunter! But do not assume that you are already
invulnerable, be careful and enjoy your hunt.

 Interesting Game Mechanics

 Сlear story and interesting moments
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 English voice of the main character and characters

 Beautiful graphics

 Simple control

 Two languages

The game challenges you, can you accept this challenge and not lose?
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Title: Ray of Light
Genre: Indie
Developer:
SAFING
Publisher:
SAFING
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core i3-7300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 950 / AMD Radeon R7 370

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1540 MB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 9.0с

English,Russian
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Greatest Trilogy i've ever played, and this happens to be the best part of the trilogy. Played it 8 times in total, 7 on Xbox 360,
once on PC, and every time its just as good as it was the first time. 10/10

P.s - If you dont romance Tali, you dont deserve to live. This is one of those games that is so good that you cant figure out why
there aren't more players. I know it just released, but seriously this should be selling like hotcakes. (Full disclosure I have no
experience in the flapjack trade, but I have it on good authority that they are always in high demand.)

It's an asymmetric 1v11 game. All twelve players are on a scavenger hunt. One of those players is also the Devil.

The players go around the house in teams of two solving different sets of riddles in order to find a clue. Once all of the clues are
found the scavenger hunt is won. Players take turns slapping each other silly in order to delay progress or defend themselves from
the actual devil. (In fact, slapping is such a core mechanic that the central area of the map is officially known as Slapfight
Central.)

The disguised Devil player, who can ditch his disguise and transform into the Devil at any time, can win by eliminating all of the 11
players, or by winning the scavenger hunt himself. While transformed as the Devil, he has a much faster walking speed, and a high
damage melee attack replaces his slap.

Players have a capture meter, that when full allows them to leap and initiate a spacebar mashing "brawl" with the Devil\/suspected
Devil in disguise in an attempt to capture him and end the game. 1v1 the Devil is afaik impossible to capture, but other players can
also leap into the brawl and join in the button mashing to increase the odds of capturing the Devil. The downside to this is that if a
player missed the Devil and hits another player a brawl will start with them instead and it cannot be immediately canceled. This is
probably my only large problem with the game thus far...

The map is a multi-story mansion complete with garden, tea room, mausoleum, sewers, torture chamber, evil laboratory, the usual
stuff mostly. It is also outfitted with secret doors and passageways, dumbwaiters, traps, and hiding places to help you accomplish
your goals. Players who are not the Devil can still use traps to hurt other players or the Devil himself.

The game features proximity-based open mic chat to facilitate communication with teammates and spying on rivals and\/or targets.
This can be muted but it is not recommended as a majority of the gameplay takes place through this communication, and there is no
typed chat in game. Players can trade information about what they know about the Devils identity, lie about it, or keep it to
themselves, which opens up some interesting gameplay strategies and opportunities.. Fun but not without a few issues that hold it
back.

The great things are the music, funny balls, humor, lots of upgrades that alter the looks of your ship.

The not so great, It's a bit of a grindfest where you will need to pass certain "ship" checks or you wont survive. Also those white
clouds are too bright and hide too much too easily, Field of view is too small so you will be using that small radar a lot.
Compare it with playing GTA and getting the feeling that driving solely by the tiny map is better than actually looking up.

Finally BALLS ARE♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. I really enjoyed this game, even with the season pass, I wish it went for longer. The world is
beautiful and I like how it had side quests. I got a bit frustrated at the card system as no matter what you equip, the abilities you use
would ultimately be random.. good game, but it will only be truly playable when you're able to romance Adair... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zl1L0oWVoU. Very fun music production software :)
Compared to the others on steam, this is quite simple but very good especially for it's price.. Adds a new interesting mechanic in the
form of hero dungeons, some interesting new traps, and the only other true coop map. If you can only pick up one DLC, then I'd
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recommend this one by far.
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after playing it for a bit, it is almost exactly like the original, bugs and all, and it still has its chilling, tense atmosphere, so for all
fans of games like that its great. the hitboxes are horrible,the textures arent bound to the actual surfaces half of the time, and
honestly im not a fan of the new HUD layout. i reall liked the predecessor, even if it did become monotonous after getting
geared up. i reccomend this game not because of what it is now, but what it could become, with the developers (hopefully) back
to improve and optimize the game, it could become so much greater than it is. if you want a good thrill and the feel of Nether
but dont own the original, id say pick this up, but if you do own the original, just wait a few months nd see what kind of fixes
they make. Any game that lets you take it out on a date, well that's a good game... Put out a fire with an extinguisher, walk to
where there is now no fire, dies.. it's free content, what's not to like? and it looks AMAZING!. Post Mortem is a great game and
I am absolutely in love with it! It has quite a unique atmosphere and I found it interesting to "investigate" a murder case without
any mordern gadgets since the game is set in 1920's. The colours are dull and dark creating a perfect mood for the game in
question. The story is very engaging and keeps you interested all along the way. This game is definitely in my top list because I
am a huge fan of such point-and-click games. For me, it's like a piece of art because the story, setting, characters, topics covered
form a true outstanding harmony. I can't wait to play its sequels Still Life and Still Life 2!

Pros:
- different paths;
- all conversations are recorded and you can access them any time;
- to travel to a different location you don't need to go out of the current building (the map is availiable at any point);
- 2 different endings (it's one of the pros as long as you haven't played Still Life since it contradicts one of the endings);
- supernatural element;
- amazing setting, plot, characters;
- the game is quite long

Cons:
- 2 puzzles didn't make any sense even with the help of a walkthrough ( -SPOILER ALERT- 1) I couldn't get the forensic
portrait right: the suspect is supposed to have flat MEDIUM sized ears but the correct pair of ears is twice as big as all the other
ears; the same problem with the mouth: the description clearly said LARGE mouth with thing lips but the correct mouth was
really tiny even though in both cases parts matching the description were present. 2) The puzzle with rings has 3 locks and the
lock on the left is supposed to be blank for some mestirious reason I still need to find out.);
- can't skip conversations;
- repetetive and after all rather annoying music;
- not so many actual puzzles; most of the time you need to locate and apply certain items;
- not so many clues to what to do next ( you have to just go back to all the locations and try to exhaust all possible
conversations);
- it's a very old game so you may have some problems ( I couldn't launch it at first so I had to change resolution to 800x600,
colours to 8 and run it compatibility mode Windows XP).
. No controller support, terrible interface with NO options, most of it is still in russian, not very good puzzles and just sort of left
half finished.. Basically Just Added New Civ, Campaigns and Nerf Buff For $$. I found a bug. There are no girls in the levels.
For me, that is. With or without the patch, there are no girls in the levels, just the sky, which is nice don't get me wrong, but
that's not why I got this game. Cool gameplay though, I like playing this game even though it doesn't seem to like me. I tried
uninstalling and validating too, so that's not it. Good game though.. Dubious control choices, menus that go nowhere.
Ridiculously simple game, that somehow still seems unfinished.. 1.FUNNY SYSTEM,NO BOMB BUTTON.IF YOU PRESS
"B" BUTTON,IT WILL REMOVE ENEMY&BULLETS.THEN U CAN USE YOUR BATTLESHIP TO ERASURE
ENEMY& FULL SCREEN FOR GETTING SCORES.C BUTTON U CAN CHANGE WEAPON.
2.MORE SMALL JUDGE POINT.IT WILL DO VERY GOOD IN CROSSING BULLETS HELL.MANY BATTLESHIPS U
CAN CHOOSE TO PLAY GAME,THE BATTLESHIPS'ATTACK WAY IS SO UNIQUE ,BUT IT IS USEFUL AND
FASCINATING.
3.COMPLETE VOICES IN CHARACTERS.ITS GRAPHIC IS SO GORGEOUS.
4,THE BOSSES ARE DIFFERENT FROM OTHER BULLET HELL BOSS LIKE CAVE.IT ENCOURGE U TO FIND
RIGHT POSITION,OR THINK HOW TO SPEED DEFEAT CLOSELY.THE BOSS HP IS EASY TO DECREASE.
5.ITS VALUE&QUALITY CONFORM TO ITS PRICE!
CONCLUSION: IF YOU SAY CAVE IS TRADITIONAL BULLET HEEL SHMUP,WHILE IT IS INNOVATION SHMUP
GAME.
  IT BRINGS FORTH NEW IDEAS!
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